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Appendix F:  Low-Energy Acoustic Sources 
Definition of Low-Energy Source 

For the purposes of this EIS/OEIS, a low-energy source is defined as an acoustic source whose received 
pressure level is <180 dB re 1µPa (rms) at 100 m, as well as any sparker, boomer, water gun or chirp 
system with a source level <205 dB re 1µPa-m. A received pressure level of 180 dB re 1µPa (rms) is 
equivalent to an energy level of 170 dB SEL. This appendix uses the energy metric rather than the 
pressure metric.  

Examples of Low-Energy Acoustic Sources 

Generator Injector (GI) Guns: 
• Any single or any two GI guns. 
• Three or four GI guns, within the allowable range of tow depths and element separations (Table 

1). 

Generic single-chamber airguns: 
• A tuned array of four airguns (volumes between 25 and 160 in3) within the allowable range of 

tow depths and element separations (Table 1). 
• A single pair of clustered airguns with individual volumes 250 in3 or less. 
• Two small 2-clusters (four airguns) max. volume 45 in3. 
• Any single airgun 425 in3 or smaller, at any tow depth. 

Table 1. Low-Energy Sources 
Airguns Volume Tow Depth Spacing 

GI GUNS    
1 – 2 GI Guns Any Any Any 
3 – 4 GI Guns Table 1 Table 1 Table 1 

GENERIC SINGLE CHAMBER AIRGUNS    
Tuned array of 4 25 – 160 in3 Table 2 Table 2 
1 clustered pair ≤ 250 in3 each Any Any 
2 small clustered pairs ≤ 45 in3each Any Any 
1 single ≤ 425 in3 Any N/A 

N/A = Not applicable. 

Variables Affecting the Sound Field of an Acoustic Source 

Several factors influence the sound field around an array and thus the distances at which various sound 
levels are received. Principal among these are array layout or spacing, tow depth, and tuning (Table 2). 

Table 2. Variables Affecting Radius Size 
Variable Decrease Radius Increase Radius 

Airgun spacing Larger Smaller 
Tow Depth Shallower Deeper 

Tuning Better tuning Poor tuning 

Airgun Spacing. Along any particular azimuth, the sound level versus distance curve will be affected to a 
great extent by the dimension of the array in that direction. The most extreme contours will always fall 
athwart ship to the axis of a linear array, or in the direction of the minimum extent of a non-linear array.  
When the spacing gets large enough, side lobes develop, and when these are large enough, spacing alone 
cannot control the directivity of the sound. 
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Tow Depth. Shallow towing of the acoustic source typically improves tuning and also allows free surface 
reflection (“Lloyd’s mirror”) effects. 

Tuning. There are three ways to improve tuning: 

1) stabilizing the bubble by injecting additional air into it, as accomplished by the GI gun; 
2) mixing chamber sizes; and 
3) clustering.  

Sometimes the latter two are combined, but this typically requires more airguns than the number which 
can be included in a low-energy source array. 

Examples of Variables Affecting the Sound Field 

The first series of examples illustrates the effects of array layout (gun spacing) and tow depth. The 
sources used are GI guns, which have two air chambers. The first “Generator” (or “G”) chamber produces 
the seismic pulse. As the “G” air bubble starts to collapse, air in the “Injector” chamber is released, 
preventing the “G” bubble from reverberating. This provides excellent tuning. All volumes given are for 
the Generator chambers as the Injector volumes are used to diminish, rather than increase, the signal’s 
energy content. 

For a source array of four 105/105 GI guns, towed at a depth of 3 m, with a minimum spacing between 
guns of 5 m, the most extreme SEL contours fall within a radius of 100 m from the center of source. This 
particular source array is rectangular, and the directivity is shown in Figures 1 and 2 below. 

 

 

Figure 1. SEL contours (side view) for Four 105/105 in3 GI Guns (Tow Depth 3 m, Spacing 5 m) 
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Figure 2. SEL contours (top view) for Four 105/105 in3 GI Guns (Tow Depth 3 m, Spacing 5 m) 

The most extreme contour direction is the same as the minimum dimension of the array. In this case, that 
dimension is 5 m. If the individual sources are arranged in a 5-m square, they will fall upon a circle 
roughly 7 m in diameter, and will produce a circular directivity as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. SEL contours (top view) for Four 105/105 in3 GI Guns (Tow Depth 3 m, Spacing 5 m) 

Therefore, an array containing up to four 105 in3 GI guns towed at 3 m or less with minimum spacing in 
every direction of 5 m, constitutes a “low-energy source.” 
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Often, researchers want to employ greater tow depths, in order to enhance low frequencies. Figure 4 
illustrates what happens when the same 4 x 105 in3 GI gun array is towed at a depth of 5 m. 

 
Figure 4. SEL contours (side view) for Four 105/105 in3 GI Guns (Tow Depth 5 m, Spacing 5 m) 

In this case, the 170 dB SEL (≈ 180 dB re 1 μParms) contour extends well beyond 100 m, and therefore 
the source does not meet the “low-energy” criteria. Two approaches may be taken to reduce the SEL 
contours:  increase the spacing between the guns or employ smaller sources. If the spacing is increased, 
the SEL contours are reduced as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. SEL contours (side view) for Four 105/105 in3 GI Guns (Tow Depth 5 m) 
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The 12-m diameter requires a minimum source spacing of 8.5 m, which may be too large for some ships.  
The maximum tow depth is 5 m at which it is possible to successfully constrain the SEL contours by 
increasing the array dimensions for the 4 x 105 in3 GI gun array. For deeper arrays, the greater minimum 
spacing that might be required allows the upper bulge, just beginning to appear in the previous figure, to 
expand, greatly exceeding the 100-m radius. This bulge can be called a side lobe. 

Smaller GI guns can be used (standard sizes are 45, 75 and 105 in3) to reduce the SEL contours (Figures 5 
and 6). 

 
Figure 5. SEL contours (side view) for Four 45 in3 GI Guns (Tow Depth 5 m) 

 

 
Figure 6. SEL contours (side view) for Four 75 in3 GI Guns (Tow Depth 4 m) 
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Modeling of this kind results in the following matrix of allowable parameters for 4-GI-gun quadrilateral 
arrays (Table 3). 

Table 3. Allowable Combinations of Tow Depths and Minimum Element Spacing for Quadrilateral 
Arrays of Identically Sized GI guns 

Tow 
Depth (m) 

Minimum Airgun Spacing (m) 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

3 
                    
                    

4 
                    
                    

5 
                    
                    

6 
                    
                    

7 
                    
                    

8 
                    
                    

9 
                    
                    

45 in3 75 in3 105 in3

Tuned Arrays 

It may in some cases be preferable to turn away from GI guns (usually for considerations of compressed 
air consumption) and use a small tuned array. A reasonable example is an array of single-chamber airguns 
with volumes of 25, 55, 100 and 160 in3, totaling 340 in3 (Figure 7). In comparison, a 4 x 105 in3 GI-gun 
array consumes 840 in3 per discharge, so if compressed air volume is limited, a tuned airgun array may be 
preferable. 

 
Figure 7. SEL contours (top view) for Tuned Four-Airgun (340 in3) Array (Tow Depth 5 m) 

Spaulding
Highlight
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Due to the quadrilateral layout, this array has an approximately circular directivity pattern, despite the 
varying element volumes. As in the case of the GI-gun arrays, there are tradeoffs between airgun tow 
depth and spacing (Table 4). 

Table 4. Tuned Airgun Quadrangle Array with 25 in3, 55 in3, 100 in3, and 160 in3 GI Guns 
Tow 

Depth (m) 
Minimum Airgun Spacing (m) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
3           
4           
5           
6           
7           
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